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 Nov., 1917.] MAN. [Nos. 115-116.

 ORIGINAL ARTICLES.
 Archeeology. With Plate L. Peake.
 Antique Bronze Figure from Silchester. By Harold Peake. H5

 The little figure showni iu the plate has recenitly been acquired by the lii
 authorities of the Borough of Newbury Museum from the collection of Mr. Joshua
 Brooke, of Marlborough. It is said to have been found at Silchester, and has all
 the appearance of being contemiporary with the Romano-British town of Calleva.

 It is of dark bronze, in an excellent state of preservationi, and is 12 cn. in
 height. It represenits a male deity or lar, standing erect, with the head surmouinted
 by a sun with twelve rays. The right hand holds three ears of some grain, probably
 wheat, while the left, which is raised to the level of the shoulder, but with the

 elbow flexed, is bearing what seems to be a crescenit moon attached to a handle.
 Standing in the centre of the crescent is a small figure with two faces, the head

 surmounted by what appear to be a pair of short horns. On the front side the
 figure, which is male, has the right arm bent, with the hand on the chin, while the
 left arm is behind. Oni the other side there are two arms, hanging down, with the
 hanids clasped below the waist; the sex of this rear aspect is doubtful, buit seems
 also to be male. HAROLD PEAKE.

 Finland: Magic Ritual. Bonser,
 Some Notes on the Magic of the Finns. By Wilfrid Bonser. fle

 The religion of the Finns as portrayed in the Kalevala shows a transition IIU
 state between nature worship and medimval Christianity, which was introduced by the
 conquering Swedes in the twelfth century. The older religion thus displaced was
 Shamanism, the Finns' belief in which dated back to the time when they were still
 an Asiatic tribe in the steppe between the Altai and the Urals. This was a belief
 in sorcery; magic is its very essence, and spells are its liturgy. Many of the spells
 have been collected by L6nnrot in the Loitsu-runoja, but the Kalevala itself, though
 composed in Christian times, is the greatest written monument of Shamanism.

 The Fininish Shaman was supposed to derive his power from the supreme god,
 Jumala, whence the Creator himself is called the greatest sorcerer.* The recital of
 spells is often followed by prayers to Jumala or other deities, in case the spells
 alone should not be efficient.

 Among the "origins " given in the Loitsu-runoja is that of the wizard. It says
 that he was born and bred in Lapland, "upon a bed of pine-bouglhs, upon a pillow
 " made of stone." It is noticeable that while the Finns attribute great magical
 powers to the Laplanders, the Esthonians do the same with the Finns; it is.
 however, necessary in a Finnish epic that the magic of individual Finnish heroes
 should eventually triumpb over that of Lapland. Siimilarly in the Kalevipoeg the
 magic of the Esthonian hero conquers that of the Finnish sorcerer.

 A recent writer remarks, speakino of the Lapps, that "when anyone was to
 " enter the ranks of the Shamans he was baptized." It would seem from the
 Kalevala and the Magic Songs as if the Finnish sorcerers also were a fraternity into
 which one had to be initiated by baptism. In the Magic Songs occurs the passage.
 " My mother washed me naked on a nether stone, three times upon a summer night,
 " to become a wizard . . . a singer . . . a good performer when abroad. "-t
 A similar passage occurs in the Kalevala, in the mouth of Lemminkainen:

 "My devoted mother waslhed me,
 When a frail and ten(der baby,
 Three times in the nights of sumimer,

 * Rune iii, line 201 (Kirby). t Section 14. varianL e (Abercromby).
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